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How are Wikimedia Projects used?
1. Creating Wikiprojects: We promote to articulate with the education 
annual plan (teaching plans). [Editing it´s not enough]

2. Using all the Wikimedia sisters projects (sometimes Wikipedia it´s 
not enough or isn´t useful for a particulary educational objective).

3. Spreading and positioning Wikimedia education program in others 
educational platforms (Facebook Groups, Virtual Campus, etc.)

4. Linking with others digital education programs (One laptop per 
child).

How are students and teachers values members of you 
community?

1. They are curious and committed to educating task. 
2. They understand what values and meanings that are promoted with 
free and collaborative culture. We have a severals Wikiambassadors 
(teachers and students)

What has made your country´s education program 
succesful?

The articulation with the local curriculum and national and local 
education plans is one of our strengths. Also talk with existing digital 
programs, to articulate with real needs and concerns, making our 
program sustainable.
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What is one pitfall that you learn from?

1. Political issues: especially in times of elections and changes of government. 

2. Educational time: the educational institutions´s time, sometimes it´s slower than 
we expected.

What is one protocol to consider when starting or 
scaling an educational program?

1. Collaboration agreements with key institutions: The national and local 
education policies in Argentina are leaning increasingly towards the objective of 
narrowing the digital breach.

2. Distance learning: Distance courses have consolidated as an effective response 
to the demands of the community, and constitute a good strategy in terms of 
scalability, not only because key users take ownership of the digital tools they 
learn, but also because it prompts users to start editing.

3. Linking main projects: Work articulating educational program with our 
federalization and Glam programs.
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If education is the gateway to the world, 
Wikipedia is the key

http://www.wikimedia.org.ar/proyectodeeducacion/
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